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Author’s response to reviews:

Dear Conzo,

Thank you very much for your comments about our manuscript (“Hormone deprivation therapy based on parathyroidectomy causes tumoral calcinosis to shrink in uremic patients with secondary hyperparathyroidism”; BSUR-D-19-00208) which was submitted to BMC Surgery. We deeply appreciate the careful reading of our manuscript and valuable suggestions from both the editor and the reviewers.

We have studied comments carefully and made corrections which we hope meet with approval. Attached please find 1) a clean version with accepted changes, 2) a revised manuscript with the correction sections for easy check/editing purpose.

We marked the lines of revised contents according to the clean version with accepted changes. If there is anything else need us to do, please let us know.
Best,

Changying Xing

Ningning Wang

The main corrections in the manuscript and the responds to the reviewer’s comments are as following:

Claudio Gambardella, MD (Reviewer 1):

Minor Revisions

In order to better analyse the surgical implications of parathyroidectomy, the Authors should consider:


After these minor revisions, in my opinion the paper will be suitable for publication.

We completely agree with this comment and have added the content in the discussion section on page 9, line 10-12. Please see as follows:

According to previous studies18, 19, the patients were performed with total PTX and forearm parathyroid subcutaneous autotransplantation when they were refractory to internal medicine treatment.
Reviewer 2:

GENERAL COMMENTS: This study tries to evaluate factors associated with improvement in the tumoral calcinosis after PTX. The sample is small and factor associated with improvement were short duration of the disease and more inflammation. However, there was no discussion of the limitations of this study and the potential clinical implications such as early surgery.

We do appreciate these constructive suggestions. We have added the limitations of this study and the potential clinical implications of early surgery in the manuscript, on page 11, line 7 to line 16. Please see as follows:

Study limitations:

First, this study involved a small number of patients due to the rarity of tumoral calcinosis in uremic secondary hyperparathyroidism patients, the follow-up time is short. Second, circulating inflammation, bone reabsorption and formation markers were not detected dynamically to evaluate the effects of PTX on systemic inflammatory and bone metabolism disorders. Third, no experiments were performed to verify the above mechanisms.

Clinical implications:

In patients with tumoral calcinosis due to secondary hyperparathyroidism, earlier PTX is suggested to be an effective strategy for the treatment of TC.

REQUESTED REVISIONS:

The english should be improved through all the article. There are some sentences unusual in native english. I suggest a full review by english editorialist. The discussion should be improved with the limitations of this study and the potential clinical implications.

We completely agree with the comment of the reviewer. The manuscript has been revised by the expert whose native language is English.

Editorial Policies

Please read the following information and revise your manuscript as necessary. If your manuscript does not adhere to our editorial requirements, this may cause a delay while this is addressed. Failure to adhere to our policies may result in rejection of your manuscript.

In accordance with BioMed Central editorial policies and formatting guidelines, all manuscript submissions to BMC Surgery must contain a Declarations section which includes the mandatory
sub-sections listed below. Please refer to the journal's Submission Guidelines web page for information regarding the criteria for each sub-section (https://bmcsurg.biomedcentral.com/).

Where a mandatory Declarations section is not relevant to your study design or article type, please write "Not applicable" in these sections.

For the 'Availability of data and materials' section, please provide information about where the data supporting your findings can be found. We encourage authors to deposit their datasets in publicly available repositories (where available and appropriate), or to be presented within the manuscript and/or additional supporting files. Please note that identifying/confidential patient data should not be shared. Authors who do not wish to share their data must confirm this under this sub-heading and also provide their reasons. For further guidance on how to format this section, please refer to BioMed Central's editorial policies page (see links below).
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We thanks for the editor’s suggestion and have added the content on page 12, line 1 to page 13, line 14, please see as below:

Abbreviations

TC: Tumoral calcinosis; SHPT: Secondary hyperparathyroidism; PTX: Parathyroidectomy; ALP: Alkaline phosphatase; ESRD: End-stage renal disease; SHPT-TC: SHPT patients with TC; CBC: Complete blood counts; hs-CRP: High-sensitivity C-reactive protein; iPTH: Intact parathyroid hormone; Tc-MDP: Tc-methylene diphosphonate; HE: Hematoxylin and eosin; HBS: Hungry bone syndrome
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